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SUMMARY

An experienced leader with excellent communication skills, fluent in Korean &amp; English written
and verbal, SAP/ERP experience including foundational skills with R Program, and experience with 
top analytics tools - Tableau &amp; Microsoft Power BI. I have an understanding of big data 
technologies including tools, the ability to use clustering, regression, decisions trees, &amp; other 
techniques for analyzing data that I am able to add value immediately to Goldman Sachs.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Fluent In Spanish.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Procurement Representative
Caraustar Industries  2020 – 2021 
 Negotiated terms and drafts final contract documents.
 Provided on-going contract administration by working with customers and/or end-users to 

ensure that contractor fully performs their contractual obligations.
 Resolved issues by working with all parties (contractors and end-users) to clarify requirements

and resolve misunderstandings.
 Determined the need to escalate issues and keeps management informed on sensitive issues 

or issues that may result in contract termination.
 Served as a consultant to using governmental entities by assisting and providing guidance 

with purchasing methods, sources of supply, policies and procedures, negotiations, and 
compliance with SC Consolidated Procurement Code.

 Worked with contractors and other vendors to maintain current information on products and 
services, business standards and practices, and market conditions.

 Handled time-sensitive information relating to purchasing, procurement, inventory, etc.

Procurement Representative
Delta Corporation  2010 – 2011 
 Utilized knowledge of freight markets to effectively negotiate rates with carriers Partnered 

with Human Resources to provide prospective employees .
 Sourced and purchased machined parts for the F-22, C-130, and F-16 programs Stayed 

informed of price trends and manufacturing processes and prepared .
 Creates and sends solicitations to suppliers that meet requirements for the procurement of 

goods and services Manages supplier delivery schedules to .
 Lockheed Martin, San Antonio, TX 2012 - Present Lockheed Martin is a global security and 

aerospace contractor Procurement Representative Sub contract .
 Procure goods and services starting with sourcing vendor, negotiating pricing, create 

purchase order and track until completion.
 Managed commercial parts and equipment moves to and from KAC through multiple vendors 

(OTV) Successfully headed the retiring of the TF39 Engine .
 Reviewed daily production reports in effort to expedite orders to achieve customers needs 

Presented weekly inventory reports and current order .

EDUCATION
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Bachelors Of Science
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